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ABSTRACT
The third generation of the audio video coding standard

(AVS3) is the latest standardization developed by Audio

Video Coding Standard Working Group of China on the ba-

sis of IEEE 1857.4. In this paper, we propose a History-

based Motion Vector Prediction (HMVP) method for inter

coding, which fully explores the history motion information

of previous coded blocks. More specifically, an HMVP table,

which records HMVP candidates, is elaborately maintained

with limited capacity. In particular, the motion information of

the previous coded blocks updates the HMVP table on-the-fly

by appending the candidate to the last entry of the table af-

ter encoding or decoding an inter block. As such, the HMVP

candidates act as additional modes for skip or direct modes

to enhance coding efficiency. Besides, HMVP occupies lim-

ited memory to store motion info, which is crucial in real

applications. Experimental results show that HMVP brings

better coding performance with up to 1.38% and 2.33% BD-

Rate reduction for random access and low-delay P configura-

tions, respectively, on the latest TAVS3-2.2 platform. More-

over, nearly no encoding and decoding burden is introduced

by HMVP. The proposed HMVP has been adopted by AVS3.

Index Terms— Motion information, Motion vector pre-

diction, HMVP, AVS3, Inter coding, SKIP/DIRECT mode

1. INTRODUCTION

The second generation of the audio video coding standard

(AVS2) [1] [2], which is one of the international video cod-

ing standards, achieves double coding efficiency compared to

the previous AVS1 [3] and has been approved as IEEE 1857.4

standard [4]. AVS2 is a milestone in the development of video

coding standard, as it brings in comparative compression per-

formance with H.265/HEVC [5]. However, with the dramatic

increasing of video data and urgent demanding of high qual-

ity video contents, the video coding technology meets with

enormous challenges. To investigate the high performance

video coding tools beyond AVS2, Audio Video Coding Stan-

dard Working Group of China is established to develop the

third audio video coding standard (AVS3) since 2018.

A bundle of efficient compression algorithms have been

studied during the development of AVS3, such as quad-tree

plus binary tree (QTBT) partitioning, extended quad-tree

(EQT) partitioning [6] [7], affine motion compensation [8],

advanced motion vector resolution (AMVR) [9], etc. The new

coding tools enhance the flexibility of coding structure and

promote the prediction accuracy, leading to superior coding

performance when compared with AVS2.

In general, video contains highly temporal and spatial cor-

relations. It is common to see that part of the area in current

frame is quite similar to that in the previous coded frames.

Based on this, SKIP and DIRECT modes are employed in

H.264, which are capable of capturing the very similar blocks

and representing the motions of the current without involv-

ing irrelevant information [5]. With SKIP mode, the current

block can be directly represented by a former block without

residual coding, and the motion information is derived from

the previous coded blocks. In terms of DIRECT mode, which

is similar to the SKIP mode, there is a need to transmit the

residual information. In [10], spatial and temporal motion in-

formation are combined to promote prediction accuracy. The

HEVC standard adopts block merge technique [11], which

can be regarded as the improvements of the DIRECT mode.

However, regarding the generation of motion vector pre-

dictor (MVP) information in SKIP/DIRECT modes, there are

still significant limitations since the traditional MVP candi-

dates are not sufficient enough for current block. We pro-

pose a novel history-based motion vector prediction (HMVP)

method based on our previous work [12] for AVS3 SKIP and

DIRECT modes, which efficiently expands the MVP candi-

date list according to history motion information. In particu-

lar, an HMVP table with length of 8, which records the his-

tory motion information, is delicately maintained and updated

at both encoder and decoder sides. Then, the HMVP candi-

dates are appended to the original SKIP/DIRECT candidate

list. The ultra optimal candidate is selected from the updated

MVP list according to rate distortion optimization (RDO).

We organize this paper as follows. Motion vector (MV)
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models in AVS3 are firstly introduced and analyzed in Sec-

tion 2. Based on that, we propose HMVP in Section 3. In

Section 4, experimental results are shown and discussed. Fi-

nally, Section 5 concludes this paper.

2. MOTION MODELS IN AVS3

In AVS3, the motion vector of SKIP or DIRECT mode blocks

are specifically indicated by the motion mode indexes. Each

motion model contains three properties to represent the mo-

tion information, including the directions, the reference frame

indexes and the MVs. Totally five motion models with differ-

ent directions are defined for the blocks in B frames, such as

the temporal mode, bi-direction mode, symmetry mode, back-

ward mode and forward mode. Regarding to P frames, only

temporal mode is involved.

The temporal motion is generated by fetching the MV

from a temporal neighboring block, which takes advantage of

the temporal similarities. However, if the current block finds

two equally promising correlated blocks from both forward

and backward frames, bi-direction mode is utilized to com-

bine the two MVs and yields out one more efficient MV [13].

Symmetry mode is a special case to track the linear motion

model of an object [14]. The backward or forward motion

is involved to cope with the scene-change or zooming occa-

sion since there exists only one prominent referenced block.

As such, averaging MV with uncorrelated information can be

avoided.

The motion information of six neighbour blocks are ex-

tracted to derive the motion information candidates for cur-

rent block. Fig. 1 explicitly illustrates the positions of the

six neighbour blocks as well as the processing orders from A

to F. In particular, a priority based searching strategy is ap-

plied. The motion models with the identical direction prop-

erty (bi-direction, symmetry, backward and forward mode)

are orderly picked. For the case that neither of the six blocks

contain a certain motion direction, the motion information of

current block will be artificially constructed. Meanwhile, de-

fault MVs construction will be invoked to assign (0, 0) motion

vectors in case of there are no available motion candidates.

The best motion model (or motion candidate) is determined

according to full-RDO at the encoder side, and the motion

model index should be signaled in the bit streams.

3. THE PROPOSED HMVP

In this section, we detail the history-based MVP (HMVP)

method, including the motivations, design principles and the

work flow. With HMVP, more motion options are provided

to further promote the prediction accuracy, leading to less

residuals and better coding performance. The ultimate op-

timal MVP is selected according to the RDO criteria, and

consequently, the motion mode with the lowest RD cost is

regarded as the best one. Firstly, the technical details of

Fig. 1. Positions of spatial neighbouring blocks used in

skip/direct mode.

HMVP is comprehensively illustrated. Subsequently, we will

introduce the maintenance strategy of HMVP table. More-

over, a new SKIP/DIRECT candidate list is generated, which

combines the traditional motion candidates and HMVP can-

didates. Meanwhile, the rough selection of promising candi-

dates is designed for HMVP to reduce the computing com-

plexity.

3.1. Motivations and design principles

Video coding aims at eliminating redundancies and explores

the temporal or spatial correlations. In AVS3, the traditional

MVP candidates are generated with the motion information

of several neighboring blocks, which has great limitations.

In fact, the history motion information provides meaningful

clues as well. To further explore the potential of history infor-

mation, which can be easily obtained from the previous en-

coded blocks, we propose HMVP method for SKIP/DIRECT

coding.

With HMVP, the motion information of the former coded

block is recorded and then regarded as the HMVP candidate.

Meanwhile, an HMVP table is maintained on-the-fly with

multiple HMVP candidates during the encoding or decoding

process. The table is firstly emptied before encoding a new

slice to cutoff the coding dependency. Then, the table is up-

dated by adding the associated motion information as a new

HMVP candidate at the last entry of the HMVP table without

duplication. The overall decoding flow with HMVP is de-

picted in Fig. 2. There are three main steps. An HMVP table

containing history motion candidates is firstly loaded. Sub-

sequently, the HMVP candidates and traditional MVP candi-

dates are delicately combined into the SKIP/DIRECT candi-

date list without duplication, leading to more motion options

for SKIP/DIRECT mode. Thirdly, the best candidate is se-

lected based on RDO in cooperation with a rough selection

procedure. Simultaneously, the HMVP table is updated in-

stantly with the motion information after encoding or decod-

ing a CU without redundancy.

To illustrate that the history motion information is ef-

fective for SKIP/DIRECT mode, a statistical experiment is
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Fig. 2. Illustration of decoding flow with the proposed

HMVP.

(a) BasketballDrive, LDP (b) BasketballDrive, RA

(c) Crew, LDP (d) Crew, RA

Fig. 3. Illustration of HMVP hit ratios.

conducted to investigate the proportions of selecting original

spatial and temporal based MVPs [15] and the history-based

MVPs. It should be noted that when calculating the propor-

tion, the mode redundancies have been eliminated. Quantiza-

tion parameter (QP) is set as 27, 32, 38 and 45. Low delay

P (LDP) and random access (RA) are both applied on test

sequences BasketballDrive and Crew. Statistical results are

shown in Fig. 3. It is observed that the history-based mo-

tion candidates play a crucial role as a large proportions of

blocks finally select HMVP candidates. More specifically,

HMVP occupies over 20% under RA configuration, which

gives the evident that HMVP is still effective beyond the con-

ventional five spatial-temporal based motion candidates (B

frames) or one temporal motion candidates (P frames). Mean-

while, HMVP hit ratio ranges from 50% to over 80% under

LDP configuration, which demonstrates that HMVP is more

appropriate for P frames where only one temporal motion

candidate is available.

Fig. 4. Illustration of table updating with the proposed HMVP

method.

(a) BasketballDrive (b) Crew

Fig. 5. Illustration of the proportion among HMVP candidate

indexes under LDP configurations and QP=27

3.2. Construction and maintenance of HMVP table

HMVP table size is initialized as L, in which up to L can-

didates are stored and maintained. L is set to 8 to balance

the computational burden and coding performance. When the

history coded blocks produce new HMVPs, the table are up-

dated according to the non-duplicated-FIFO rule. In particu-

lar, the redundancy check is activated to detect whether there

is an identical HMVP in the table before appending the new

HMVP candidates. If identical HMVP is found in the table,

then it will be directly dropped out and the afterward candi-

dates will be moved forward with indices decreased by one,

as shown in Fig. 4.

The new HMVP is always appended to the last entry

of the table list, leading to an increase indexing of succes-

sively appended candidates. To better interpret the bene-

fits, we conduct the statistical experiment with all HMVP

candidates and extract the selection proportions among dif-

ferent indexes (from 0 to 7). According to the result in

Fig. 5, we observe that candidates with larger indexes pos-

sess higher hit ratios. The fact is that the candidate locating

at the last entry of HMVP table tends to be firstly exported to

the SKIP/DIRECT candidate list with a smaller index in the

reconstructed SKIP/DIRECT candidate list. Such scheme is

benefits to economizing bits and consequently, promoting the

probability of attaining the fresh motion information for the

encoder.
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Fig. 6. Illustration of updating the SKIP/DIRECT candidate

list with the proposed HMVP method.

Fig. 7. Bin string of SKIP/DIRECT index.

3.3. Construction of the SKIP/DIRECT candidate list
and fast mode selection strategy

HMVP provides additional history-based motion options

for SKIP/DIRECT prediction, as such, the traditional

SKIP/DIRECT candidates and the HMVP candidates are ef-

ficiently combined and generate the new SKIP/DIRECT mo-

tion candidate list. The maximum length of the list is 13.

Furthermore, all HMVP candidates locating from the last en-

try to the first entry in the HMVP table are inserted along the

tail of the previous derived candidates, as illustrated in Fig. 6.

In essence, checking the redundancy is essential for ac-

celerating the best mode decision process when constructing

the candidate list. More specifically, pruning is applied on

the HMVP candidates, during which motion information (in-

cluding inter prediction direction, MVP and reference frame

index) is referred, and unique HMVP is reserved. Moreover,

if the valid candidates in candidate list are less than 13 af-

ter pruning, default motion vectors (i.e., zero motion vectors)

are supplemented instead. A truncated unary is applied to

code the candidate index. The binarization method is shown

in Fig. 7.

To further trade-off the computational complexity and

coding efficiency, we elaborately modify the encoding pro-

cess when involving the HMVP method. In traditional

SKIP/DIRECT mode, up to five motion candidates are all in-

volved in full RDO process (B frame). However, with HMVP

candidates, there are totally 13 options in the SKIP/DIRECT

Table 1. Information about the AVS3 recommended test se-

quences
Sequence Name Resolution Bit Depth

City 1280×720 8 bit

Crew 1280×720 8 bit

Video1 1280×720 8 bit

Video3 1280×720 8 bit

BasketballDrive 1920×1080 8 bit

Cactus 1920×1080 8 bit

MarketPlace 1920×1080 10 bit

RitualDance 1920×1080 10 bit

Pku girl 3840×2160 8 bit

Campfire 3840×2160 10 bit

Parkrunning3 3840×2160 10 bit

MountainBay2 3840×2160 10 bit

candidate list. Considering the fact that not all of the can-

didates are equally effective, we introduce a rough selecting

step that calculates the sum of absolute transformed differ-

ences (SATD) to roughly choose a certain number of motion

candidates. Then, full-RDO is applied to the selected modes.

To find a proper number, simulations are conducted with sev-

eral sequences where different numbers of motion candidates

are utilized. The average encoding time and Bjontegaard delta

rate (BD-Rate) [16] gains are joint as the selection principle.

Consequently, we choose 4 optimal candidates for full-RDO

processing.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed HMVP is implemented to the latest AVS3 ref-

erence software TAVS3-2.2 [15]. Simulations are conducted

confirming to the AVS3 common test condition (CTC) [17]

with the recommended test sequences. The information of the

recommended test sequences in terms of the resolutions and

the bit depth are tabulated in Table 1. BD-Rate [16] is used

for evaluating compression performance. Negative BD-Rate

denotes the performance improvement. Configurations of RA

and LDP are both applied. According to the simulation results

in Table 2, HMVP achieves 1.38%, 1.19% and 1.36% BD-

Rate savings for Y, U and V components, respectively, un-

der RA configurations. Meanwhile, on average 2.33%, 2.70%

and 2.76% BD-Rate gains are achieved under LDP configu-

rations, as shown in Table 3.

It is interesting to see that HMVP provides more accurate

motion candidates, leading to the promotion of the probabil-

ity of selecting SKIP/DIRECT mode. The simulation result

is demonstrated in Fig. 8. The proportion of SKIP mode, in-

ter mode and intra mode in anchor and with proposed HMVP

are respectively calculated with BasketballDrive and Crew.

There is a dramatic increase in SKIP mode proportion when

implementing the proposed HMVP, with up to 10% and 35%

increasement on RA and LDP. Meanwhile, we observe that

there is around 9% and 19% encoding time saving under RA
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Table 2. Experimental results of the proposed HMVP under

RA configurations

RA BD-Rate

Sequence Y U V

City -0.93% 0.47% -0.05%

Crew -3.43% -2.97% -3.57%

Video1 -0.62% -0.27% 0.00%

Video3 -0.37% 0.54% 0.04%

BasketballDrive -1.95% -1.66% -2.12%

Cactus -0.71% -0.89% -0.73%

MarketPlace -1.06% -1.16% -0.67%

RitualDance -2.23% -2.94% -2.85%

Pku girl -1.80% -1.59% -1.73%

Campfire -0.76% -0.57% -1.92%

Parkrunning3 -1.66% -3.06% -3.51%

MountainBay2 -1.02% -0.17% 0.75%

Enc Time 91.36%

Dec Time 102.81%

Average -1.38% -1.19% -1.36%

Table 3. Experimental results of the proposed HMVP under

LDP configurations

LDP BD-Rate

Sequence Y U V

City -2.84% -2.53% -2.11%

Crew -3.87% -3.29% -3.83%

Video1 -0.62% -1.79% -1.67%

Video3 -0.62% -0.72% -1.32%

BasketballDrive -2.93% -2.45% -2.58%

Cactus -1.44% -1.87% -2.01%

MarketPlace -2.11% -2.50% -2.66%

RitualDance -3.78% -3.82% -3.97%

Pku girl -4.59% -5.72% -5.54%

Campfire -1.16% -1.34% -2.73%

Parkrunning3 -1.87% -3.63% -4.22%

MountainBay2 -2.16% -2.69% -0.55%

Enc Time 81.11%

Dec Time 103.99%

Average -2.33% -2.70% -2.76%

and LDP configurations, respectively , as shown in Table 2

and Table 3. It is mainly due to the promotion of the SKIP

mode, which cooperates with a series of fast algorithms, such

as the early termination of CU partitioning. Besides, HMVP

introduces nearly no computational burden at the decoder

side. It also should be noticed that HMVP algorithm con-

tributes to negligible complexity increase to the encoder.

(a) BasketballDrive, RA

(b) BasketballDrive, LDP

(c) Crew, RA

(d) Crew, LDP

Fig. 8. The proportions of SKIP, inter and intra mode with

(right) and without (left) HMVP.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a novel HMVP mode with the aim

of extending more efficient motion candidates with history
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information for SKIP/DIRECT coding in AVS3. In particu-

lar, the motion info of the history coded blocks is elaborately

maintained in an HMVP table and updated on-the-fly with

limited capacity. Subsequently, in order to promote coding

efficiency, the HVMP candidates are exported to the original

SKIP/DIRECT candidate list without redundancy. To trade-

off the complexity and achievable gain, we also modify the

encoding process by rough estimation with the regenerated

SKIP/DIRECT candidate list. The proposed HMVP is im-

plemented to TAVS3-2.2 platform to verify the performance.

Simulation results show the effectiveness and superior per-

formance of the proposed HMVP method, with on average

1.38% and 2.33% BD-Rate savings under RA and LDP con-

figurations, respectively. Moreover, the proposed HMVP per-

forms well without introducing computational burden to the

encoder and the decoder, and it has been adopted by AVS3

video coding standard.
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